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The Forum will provide a unique opportunity to discuss with leading industry experts 

and other affected stakeholders key issues relating to the Clean Power Plan:

•	 The results of Pace Global’s modeling of changes in the final Clean Power Plan

•	 Choice between emission-rate based and mass-based compliance strategies

•	 Impacts of coal-fired retirements, conversions to coal and co-firing with natural 

gas

•	 EPA’s restrictions on the use of new gas-fired generation for compliance (including 

EPA’s new prohibition on “leakage”)

•	 New rules for dispatch of existing gas-fired units (including revenue impacts and 

required changes in RTO rules)

•	 EPA’s treatment of existing nuclear plants; strategies for more favorable treatment

•	 Role of renewable energy; allocation of system costs

•	 Requirement that reductions in emissions from energy efficiency be “verifiable and 

quantifiable”; mechanisms for funding required expenditures (estimated by EPA to 

be as much as $300 billion)

•	 Implementation of EPA’s new “Clean Energy Incentive Program” (CEIP), which 

provides bonus allowances for accelerated completion of renewables and energy 

efficiency

•	 Emissions trading under EPA’s proposed Federal Implementation Plan; EPA’s 

“Emission Reduction Credits”

•	 Impact on natural gas prices and natural gas price volatility

•	 Role of states vs. FERC and RTOs

•	 Reliability “safety valve”

•	 Need to thoroughly review FERC/RTO approach to capacity rights and resource 

adequacy

For more information, please contact:

Mickey Lee • MLee@wdtinc.com • 713.854.4236
Gary Vicinus • gary.vicinus@siemens.com • 703.227.8802
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DAY 1

Key Issues Relating to CPP

Welcome ....................................................................8:00-8:15 ........ Gary Vicinus, Andy Weissman

Session 1: CPP in Context .........................................8:15-9:00 ........ Melissa Haugh

This session will present an overview of the final Clean Power Plan (CPP) with a focus on key changes 
relative to the proposed rule and important components of the final rule that will be discussed in other 
sessions in the workshop. Topics to be covered include state-goal determination and impact on state com-
pliance, rate- and mass-based compliance standards, emission leakage, and state planning under the final 
rule. This session will provide a summary of the rule as well as perspective and analysis to deepen under-
standing of the rule.  
  
Sessions 2 and 3: What is at Stake?

Future of the Industry Under CPP ...........................9:00-9:45 ........ Andy Weissman
Achieving a Reasonable Outcome.............................9:45-10:30 ...... Gary Vicinus

There will be a lot at stake for utilities and other stakeholders in the state processes that will drive devel-
opment of implementation plans. The speakers will illustrate how the options available to the states (or 
regionally) can have material impacts on utilities’ costs and rates.  

In addition, the CPP will result in significant changes to the gas industry, the renewable industry and the 
distributed energy business.  Nearly everyone will be impacted by the rule, and planning is required to for 
all directly and indirectly affected industries.  

This will be an interactive session that involves identifying the key risks and issues that need to be ad-
dressed based on participants current understanding of the plan.

Networking Break .....................................................10:30-10:45

Recap Morning Session, Q&A...................................10:45-11:00

Deeper Look into Emission Reduction Options

Session 4: Future Role of Gas and Nuclear ...............11:00-12:15 .... Jim Diemer, Andy Weissman

After the proposed CPP was issued, many expected states to rely heavily on construction of new gas-fired 
generation to meet EPA’s CO2 emissions limits. The final rule, however, significantly limits the use of new 
gas-fired generation to achieve compliance, in part by adding a new “leakage” restriction on the use of new 
gas units to achieve compliance in states that opt for a mass-based approach. As a result of these restric-
tions, modeling conducted for EPA predicts that there will be less new gas-fired generation build under the 
CPP than was expected before the rule was adopted.

The speakers will address in depth the potential implications of these restrictions on future use of natural 
gas for electric generation, including EPA’s rationale for its new limitations, how the prohibition on leakage 
is likely to be applied, the potential impact on U.S. demand for natural gas and potential legal strategies for 
broadening the use of new gas-fired generation for compliance. >>
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In addition, the final CPP raises major issues regarding the future of many nuclear units. Provisions in 
the draft plan factored in “at risk” nuclear generation into goal computation The final rule eliminates this 
provision and instead assumes that existing nuclear units will continue to operate in determining allowed 
future units, even if facilities are “at risk” due to license extension concerns or economics. 

How to assess future closure decisions and value nuclear in compliance will be discussed. The speakers 
will also address implications for the nuclear industry in general and what it means for owners of existing 
generation, plants under construction and future development.  

Luncheon / Keynote ..................................................12:15-1:30

The keynote speaker will provide a pertinent perspective from either a state environmental official, an ISO 
official or a senior policy analyst on how the CPP will impact their business.

Session 5: Future Role of Energy Efficiency ..............1:30-2:15 ........ Melissa Haugh

Although EPA eliminated its energy efficiency “building block” in computing future allowable emission 
goals, the modeling analysis conducted for the Agency estimates that increased expenditures on energy effi-
ciency will still be a primary mechanism to achieve the emission reductions required by the program. EPA’s 
analysis estimates that up to $300 billion will be spent on new energy efficiency measures as a result of the 
program, reducing electricity demand in 2030 by 7.8%.

The final determination regarding how much to rely on energy efficiency and how to fund the required ex-
penditures will be made by the states. The extent to which states decide to rely on energy efficiency has major 
ramifications for the future structure of the power industry, asset values and demand for future generation. 

This session will present a means to assess energy efficiency in compliance both from a macro view             
nationally and from an individual perspective in initial compliance planning. Energy efficiency challenges 
and technologies will be covered as well.  

Key topics to be addresses in this session include:
•	 The	role	of	energy	efficiency	under	the	final	CPP
•	 How	energy	efficiency	can	contribute	to	compliance	with	CPP	goals	from	mass-	and	rate-based					

standpoint
•	 How	to	consider	the	economics	of	energy	efficiency	under	the	CPP	in	the	course	of	planning	and	under	

various compliance approaches
•	 Example	assessments	of	energy	efficiency	for	compliance
•	 Monitoring	and	verification	of	energy	efficiency	–	the	need	and	challenges
•	 Presentation	of	efficiency	technologies	and	options	for	consideration	in	planning	and	compliance						

discussions

Session 6: Future Role of Renewables and DG .........2:15-3:00 ........ Bo Poats

The final CPP recognizes and incentivizes the use of new renewables as a means to compliance, providing 
more clarity and opportunities for renewables relative to the proposed rule. New to the final version of the 
CPP, for example, is the Clean Energy Incentive Program (“CEIP”), which provides credits for investments 
in RE and certain EE operational the two years preceding the compliance period start in 2022. This and oth-
er elements of the final CPP promote a larger contribution of RE to meet compliance than the proposal. >>
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In evaluating the potential contribution of RE, both grid-scale and distributed, a number of key issues 
must be evaluated at the state, company and national level.  At the national level, potential continuation of 
Investment Tax Credits (ITCs) for solar and Production Tax Credits (“PTCs”) for wind remains a key issue. 
At the state level, the potential role of more aggressive state RPS standards looms as a tools to get maximum 
leverage from the ERC program for compliance. 

As with the other elements of the CPP, the onus is on the states to identify the combined lowest cost and 
highest benefit stream compliance plan.  This includes working out utility allocation and burden sharing 
on an equitable and reasonably transparent basis.  With this background, several key issues that need to be 
addressed include:  

•	 Implications	for	the	potential	compliance	role	of	renewables	under	rate-based	and	mass-based	pro-
grams, both at the utility/grid scale vs. the distributed scale of application;

•	 State	and	utility	capacity	for	managing	renewable	integration	into	the	transmission	and	distribution	
grid in economic quantities without creating secondary system cost and reliability impacts; 

•	 Relative	costs	of	renewables	as	compliance	mechanism	vis-a-vis	other	investment	alternatives	(coal	
retrofit, gas investment, transmission, etc.); and

•	 Implications	for	the	potential	size	and	state-wise	utilization	of	the	CEIP	–	i.e.,	the	potential	penetration	
and scale “early” renewable energy under the CEIP and potential supplemental state incentives. 

Networking Break .....................................................3:00-3:15

Emissions Trading and Grid Operation Considerations

Session 7: Key Issues in Emissions Trading ..............3:15-3:45 ........ Andy Weissman

This session will discuss different ways in which emissions trading programs can be structured, both on 
the state level and regionally. Widespread use of allowances could create $500 billion or more in tradeable 
credits during the first 10-15 years of the program. 

This session will examine:
•	 Potential	mechanisms	for	allocating	allowances	(e.g.,	who	will	be	entitled	to	receive,	the	criteria	for	

allocating, possible use of auction mechanisms, etc.);
•	 Lessons	learned	from	earlier	trading	programs;
•	 How	program	structure	will	affect	power	prices	and	operating	margins	for	different	types	of	

generation; 
•	 EPA’s	rules	with	respect	to	“Emission	Reduction	Credits”	created	by	EPA’s	Clean	Energy	Incentive	

Program;” and
•	 Potential	use	of	credits	to	fund	energy	efficiency	and	renewable	energy.	

Session 8: Changes to Electric Grid and Rules .........3:45-4:15 ........ Andy Weissman, Pat Augustine

One of the possibilities out of the CPP is that interstate trading could result and it logically could impact 
portions of current ISOs.  This possibility raises a number of concerns for ISO’s such as:

•	What if all but one or two states within an ISO want interstate trading and the remaining states don’t?  
There would be an effective price for carbon in most states but those that do not, could potentially 
dispatch at a lower cost than those that have an effective carbon price embedded.  

•	What would this mean for equity within an ISO and how would it have to change rules to protect its 
market principles? >>
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Issues to be discussed in an interactive dialogue with participants are:
•	 What	types	of	implementation	strategies	will	impact	ISOs	the	most,	and	how	are	they	likely	to	impact	

rules going forward?
•	 Will	ISOs	be	the	likely	driver	of	interstate	trading	(will	trading	be	formed	along	ISO	lines)	and	what	are	

the hurdles to be overcome for this to work?
•	 How	will	ISOs	evolve	if	interstate	trading	becomes	a	favored	mechanism?
•	 What types of “gaming the system” are possible that must be addressed in this regulatory framework?

Recap Afternoon Session, Q&A ................................4:15-4:30

Networking Reception ..............................................4:30-5:30

DAY 2

Compliance Planning Under Uncertainty

Recap Day 1, Q&A ....................................................8:00-8:30

Session 9: Roadmap for Successful Planning ............  8:30-9:30 ....... Gary Vicinus, Andy Weissman

The states have tremendous leeway in designing an implementation program based on the final CPP rules.  
They can choose among Command and Control Strategies, rate-based strategies or mass-based strategies, and 
can allow for trading within the state, across states or even choose to adopt a national program that will be 
designed for trading allowances under a cap and trade program.  

The implications for utilities are that there is a great deal at stake depending upon whether the rules are 
favorable to the utility or not.  Utilities within a state will not be aligned in many cases and states are likely to 
look for consensus among stakeholders and simplicity in developing its rules.

For this reason, utilities need to be prepared for the statewide process.  They must have perspective not only on 
what is best for their own utility, but the likely positions of other utilities in the state, what is best for the state, 
and whether interstate trading is likely.  Finally, some view of the national emission trading market must be 
considered.  There are lots of options and positions.

In this environment, a utility must develop a negotiating strategy that will mitigate its risk and position 
itself for a successful outcome at the state level.  The speakers will both address potential reconsideration or 
litigation routes and a blueprint for preparing for a successful statewide negotiation strategy. This blueprint 
will address:

•	 Who	might	focus	on	reconsideration	or	litigation	and	the	arguments	for	and	against	this	approach?
•	 What	preparation	is	needed	for	a	successful	statewide	strategy?
•	 Whether	to	consider	bypassing	the	state	plan	and	join	a	regional	or	national	trading	regime?	

Drivers and Cost and Price Impacts

Session 10: Analysis of CPP Outcomes .....................  9:30-10:30 ..... Pat Augustine, Melissa Haugh

The ultimate implementation of the CPP across the states is highly uncertain, meaning that the potential im-
pacts on the power sector range widely.  This session will present likely power market trends at a high level and 
examine how different CPP compliance mechanisms can impact power market outcomes in different ways.  
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The discussion will include:
•	 An	overview	of	likely	national	trends	in	the	power	sector	under	the	CPP	versus	“Business	as	Usual”	

conditions;
•	 Impacts	of	the	CPP	on	natural	gas	demand	and	future	natural	gas	prices;
•	 An	examination	of	the	range	of	potential	carbon	prices	that	could	result	from	a	national	cap-and-trade	

structure, regional cap-and-trade programs, and single-state cap-and-trade systems; and
•	 The	potential	impact	of	different	compliance	mechanisms	(command	and	control	vs.	market-based)	on	

power prices and potential asset performance and valuation. 

Networking Break .....................................................10:30-10:45

Business Strategy in a Transformed Market

Session 11: Factoring Clean Power Plan into Business Strategy
 10:45-11:45 .... Gary Vicinus, Andy Weissman
The Clean Power Plan is but one important element of a future business strategy for utilities, developers and 
energy providers.  It cannot be considered in a vacuum but rather must be put into the proper perspective 
as part of a transition to the firm’s best position for the future.  The speakers will provide for an interactive 
discussion among participants in how stakeholders can best plan for the future and turn the CPP regulations 
into a transforming business plan for a successful future.

Recap Forum, Q&A ...................................................11:45-12:30

For more information, please contact:

Mickey Lee • MLee@wdtinc.com • 713.854.4236
Gary Vicinus • gary.vicinus@siemens.com • 703.227.8802
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Andrew Weissman  |  A pioneer of the first major federal 

emissions trading program under Title IV of the Clean Air Act, 

Andy is CEO of EBW AnalyticsGroup and Senior Energy Advisor 

to Haynes and Boone, LLP. He is nationally recognized as an 

expert on all aspects of federal energy regulation, Clean Air Act 

requirements applicable to electric generation and production 

of natural gas, power supply planning, energy financing and 

the natural gas, electricity, coal and emission credit markets. 

Andy has advised numerous major electric utilities, independent power producers, 

natural gas and oil producers, and financial institutions in development of Clean Air Act 

compliance plans and related cost recovery issues before FERC and state PUCs. He is 

an honors graduate of Harvard Law School.

Gary Vicinus  |  Gary is Vice President and Managing Director 

at Pace Global, A Siemens Business and leads the Utilities 

practice. He has extensive experience in the energy business 

as a management consultant, a fuel and power expert and as an 

expert witness. He has been in the energy consulting business 

for 35 years and in the energy business for 39 years. His 

consulting experience has been focused on corporate strategy, 

business transformation, electric restructuring, asset positioning, 

power and fuel market assessments, fuel and transportation contracting, risk integrated 

resource planning environmental strategies, fuel planning, risk quantification and as an 

expert witness on contracts, regulatory, damages and market matters. 

Melissa Haugh  |  Melissa is Exective Director at Pace Global, 

A Siemens Business, and has over a dozen years of experience 

providing strategic advice on the dynamic environmental policies 

and markets impacting the energy sector. She performs and 

manages projects and analyses to aid clients in complying with 

environmental regulations and maximizing value streams from 

environmental markets, as well as utilizing incentives, particularly 

related to clean and renewable energy. Melissa holds an MS 

in Environmental Policy from Drexel University and a BS in Integrated Science and 

Technology with concentrations in Energy and Environmental Science from James 

Madison University.
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Bo Poats  |  Bo Poats is Vice President at Pace Global, A Siemens 
Business, where he has served in a number of leadership positions over 
the past 19 years. He is responsible for structuring and managing select 
utility and IPP services, including utility-scale grid-based and distributed 
energy resource development and financing, rate and regulatory strategy, 
contract origination, commodity and enterprise risk management. Bo 
has advised on over 300 projects that include solar, wind, CCGT, CHP, 
solar, biofuel and other technologies. He has supported financing and 
associated project commercial structuring in the electric, oil and gas 

sectors, including rate and market structures spanning a variety of regulatory regimes, domestic 
and international jurisdictions and market environments. Bo earned his BA at the College of 
William & Mary and his MA in Economics at the University of Virginia, and holds Series 7 and 
63, and Series 3 (CTA) certificates, and has served as an expert witness in numerous legal and 
regulatory venues.

James S. Diemer | Jim is Vice President & Head of Pace Global. He has 
focused on fuel markets, natural gas regulatory matters, development 
support and financing of energy infrastructure projects and procurement 
practices for large energy consumers for thirty years. He is a recognized 
expert in natural gas markets, midstream infrastructure and energy 
procurement, and has experience in coal, petroleum, electric power and 
air emissions. Much of his work relates to the development of corporate 
strategies for energy infrastructure entities that require the integration of 
market, development, financial and risk expertise.
Jim’s recent natural gas activities have been focused on the development, 

financing and merger/acquisition activities of midstream assets.  He has been deposed as 
an expert witness in natural gas procurement, transportation, nominations, scheduling and 
balancing in a case relating to a dual-fuel 900+ MW power plant in Georgia;  rate design matters 
before FERC in the 2008 El Paso Natural Gas Pipeline rate case; and continued his support for 
electric generator shippers in the 2010 El Paso Natural Gas Pipeline rate case.

Patrick Augustine | Pat is an Executive Director leading the power markets team at Pace Global, 
a Siemens Business. He directs and oversees the operations of Pace’s 
power market analysis and advisory services, and the development and 
maintenance of many of its analytical capabilities in the power sector. 
Pat has significant experience in integrating key market drivers such as 
fuel prices, environmental compliance costs, demand projections, and 
regulatory outcomes into analyses that evaluate expectations for power 
market prices, new generating capacity developments, and utility cost 
profiles.
He has worked for electric utilities in support of their resource planning 
and strategy development, and has extensive experience assessing and 

designing modeling techniques and processes. Patrick earned his Masters of Environmental 
Management from Duke University and Bachelors degree from Harvard University.
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